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Interplay Between Intensity Standardization and
Inhomogeneity Correction in MR Image Processing

Anant Madabhushi* and Jayaram K. Udupa

Abstract—Image intensity standardization is a postprocessing
method designed for correcting acquisition-to-acquisition signal
intensity variations (nonstandardness) inherent in magnetic reso-
nance (MR) images. Inhomogeneity correction is a process used to
suppress the low frequency background nonuniformities (inhomo-
geneities) of the image domain that exist in MR images. Both these
procedures have important implications in MR image analysis.
The effects of these postprocessing operations on improvement of
image quality in isolation has been well documented. However, the
combined effects of these two processes on MR images and how the
processes influence each other have not been studied thus far. In
this paper, we evaluate the effect of inhomogeneity correction fol-
lowed by standardization and vice-versa on MR images in order to
determine the best sequence to follow for enhancing image quality.
We conducted experiments on several clinical and phantom data
sets (nearly 4000 three-dimensional MR images were analyzed)
corresponding to four different MRI protocols. Different levels
of artificial nonstandardness, and different models and levels of
artificial background inhomogeneity were used in these experi-
ments. Our results indicate that improved standardization can be
achieved by preceding it with inhomogeneity correction. There
is no statistically significant difference in image quality obtained
between the results of standardization followed by correction
and that of correction followed by standardization from the per-
spective of inhomogeneity correction. The correction operation is
found to bias the effect of standardization. We demonstrate this
bias both qualitatively and quantitatively by using two different
methods of inhomogeneity correction. We also show that this bias
in standardization is independent of the specific inhomogeneity
correction method used. The effect of this bias due to correction
was also seen in magnetization transfer ratio (MTR) images,
which are naturally endowed with the standardness property.
Standardization, on the other hand, does not seem to influence
the correction operation. It is also found that longer sequences
of repeated correction and standardization operations do not
considerably improve image quality. These results were found
to hold for the clinical and the phantom data sets, for different
MRI protocols, for different levels of artificial nonstandardness,
for different models and levels of artificial inhomogeneity, for
different correction methods, and for images that were endowed
with inherent standardness as well as for those that were stan-
dardized by using the intensity standardization method. Overall,
we conclude that inhomogeneity correction followed by intensity
standardization is the best sequence to follow from the perspective
of both image quality and computational efficiency.
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I. INTRODUCTION

MAGNETIC resonance (MR) imaging (MRI) is a nonin-
vasive method for imaging the human body (and other

beings) and has revolutionized medical imaging. Although not
commonly needed in daily clinical practice that utilizes MR
images, MR image processing, particularly segmentation, and
analysis [1]–[7], are used extensively in medical and clinical re-
search for advancing our understanding of the various diseases
of the human body, for their diagnosis, and for developing strate-
gies to treat them. These efforts face two major difficulties – the
first due to image intensity inhomogeneity present as a back-
ground variation component, and the second due to the nonstan-
dardness of the MR image intensity gray scale.

MR signal intensity measured from homogeneous tissue re-
gions is seldom uniform; rather it varies smoothly across the
image. This intensity nonuniformity may be caused by a number
of different factors, including poor radio frequency (RF) coil
uniformity, static field inhomogeneity, RF penetration, gradient-
driven eddy currents, and patient anatomy. Although these in-
tensity variations may usually have little impact on visual di-
agnosis, they can significantly affect the performance of many
image processing, segmentation, and analysis techniques. A ro-
bust and inexpensive means of correcting this artifact is essen-
tial for such processing techniques to have acceptable precision,
accuracy, and efficiency. Further, correcting intensity nonunifor-
mity may benefit quantitative measurements such as those used
in tissue metabolite studies. Most image processing and analysis
methods are affected by these variations, especially if quantita-
tive analysis based on image intensities is the final goal [1]–[7].

Another major difficulty in MR image analysis has been that
intensities do not have a fixed tissue-specific numeric meaning,
not even within the same MRI protocol, for the same body re-
gion, and even for images of the same patient obtained on the
same scanner. This implies that MR images cannot be displayed
at preset windows for the same protocol, body region, and ap-
plication; one may have to adjust the window settings per case.
(This also leads to wasted films due to improper exposure in
many hospitals where digital handling of images has not entered
routine radiological practice.) More importantly, for most post-
processing applications such as image segmentation and quan-
tification, this lack of a standard and quantifiable interpretation
of image intensities is a major drawback which compromises
their precision, accuracy, and efficiency.

Many methods have been published [8]–[15] to address the
problem of inhomogeneity since the publication of the first
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paper on the subject [8]. Lai and Fang [9] describe a shape
from orientation formulation in a regularization framework for
correcting intensity inhomogeneities. Likar et al. [14] describe
a model-based correction method that makes the assumption
that an image corrupted by intensity inhomogeneity contains
more information than the corresponding un-corrupted image.
The image degradation process is described by a linear model,
consisting of a multiplicative and an additive component which
are modeled by a combination of smoothly varying basis func-
tions. Similar to this work [14], a model-based method for fully
automated correction is proposed in [11]. The MR signal is
modeled as a realization of a random process with a parametric
probability distribution that is corrupted by a smooth polynomial
bias field. A nonparametric normalization technique is described
in [10] to correct intensity nonuniformity. An iterative approach
is employed to estimate both the multiplicative bias field and
the distribution of the true tissue intensities. Styner et al. [12]
describe a parametric model for inhomogeneity correction. The
method comprises of a parametric model of tissue class statis-
tics, and a polynomial model of the inhomogeneity field. In the
present paper, we use two techniques [15], [26] based on the idea
of local scale [19] to correct background intensity variations in
the acquired images. Local scale is a fundamental image property
[19] that is derivable entirely from the image and that does not
require any prior knowledge about the imaging protocol or object
material property distributions. In [19] local scale was defined
as the radius of the largest ball centered at every voxel, such
that all voxels within the ball satisfy a predefined homogeneity
criterion. This definition of local scale (referred to as ball-scale or
b-scale from here on) was applied to inhomogeneity correction
in [15]. In [26], an alternative definition of local scale, referred
to as generalized scale (abbreviated as g-scale from here on) was
proposed. The g-scale of any voxel in the scene was defined as
the largest connected set of voxels associated with such that all
voxels within this set satisfy a predefined homogeneity criterion.
The principal difference between the two scale-based correction
algorithms described in [15] and [26] is the way in which the
largest scale region is determined. In both correction methods the
largest scale region (as determined by the two scale definitions)
is used to estimate the scene inhomogeneity. A second degree
polynomial is then fit to the intensity variations within the largest
scale region and correction is affected. This procedure is repeated
iteratively for the corrected image until the size of the segmented
homogeneous regions does not change significantly from that
in the previous iteration.

The only papers that we are aware of that address the second
problem of standardization of image intensities explicitly are
[16]–[18]. Most image analysis methods, particularly segmen-
tation algorithms, have free parameters. Setting values for these
parameters becomes very difficult without the same MRI pro-
tocol-specific intensity meaning in all images acquired as per a
given protocol and for a given body region. Other papers that
have attempted to deal with this problem have done so from the
standpoint of image segmentation and inhomogeneity correc-
tion [12], [13]. Guimond et al. [13] describe a methodology to
perform three-dimensional (3-D) multimodal brain warping by
using adaptive intensity correction. The core of the algorithm is
about finding a transformation that maps the intensities of one

image to those of another. However, this method is geared to-
ward standardizing the intensities of only the two images that
are to be registered. In [12], the authors describe the use of a
parametric model of the tissue class statistics and a polynomial
model of the inhomogeneity field to achieve intensity normal-
ization and histogram adjustment. In the present paper, we use
a technique devised by Nyul and Udupa [16], which transforms
images nonlinearly so that there is a significant gain in the simi-
larity of the resulting images. This is a two step method wherein
all images (independent of patients and the specific brand of MR
scanner used) are transformed in such a way that, for the same
protocol and body region, similar intensities will have similar
tissue-specific meaning. In the first step, the parameters of the
standardizing transformation are learnt from a set of images. In
the second step, for each MRI study, these parameters are used
to map their intensity gray-scale into a new gray-scale. It has
been shown [16]–[18] that standardization significantly mini-
mizes the variation of the overall mean intensity of the MR im-
ages within the same tissue region across different studies ob-
tained on the same or different scanners.

Although it has been established that both inhomogeneity
correction and intensity standardization are important from the
viewpoint of automated quantitative MR image analysis, thus
far, their effects have been studied only in isolation. Several
fundamental questions arise in correcting for these effects: In
what order these operations should be performed for best re-
sults? Should they be repeated alternately? Does one of them
have an effect on the other? How should the effects be quantified
for these operations? The aim of this research is to seek answers
to these questions and to find the sequence of operations that
will produce the best overall image quality. We evaluate image
quality in terms of the degree of inhomogeneity and the level of
nonstandardness present in the image. Images which have lower
levels of nonstandardness and inhomogeneity are considered to
have higher image quality.

Our methodology, described in Section II, starts with three
sets of MR images consisting of clinical brain studies acquired
under routine clinical conditions under different protocols, as
well as three sets of realistic phantom data sets of the brain
corresponding to different MRI protocols. From these six sets,
a total of 63 sets of over 700 3-D image data are created by
initially applying inhomogeneity correction and standardization
in different orders and subsequently artificially introducing dif-
ferent levels of inhomogeneity and nonstandardness in different
orders. The images in the sets so created are subsequently cor-
rected for inhomogeneity and standardized following different
sequences of these operations. The effects of these sequences
of operations on correcting for inhomogeneity and for nonstan-
dardness are analyzed by evaluating certain measures that are
based on image intensities in the corrected images in preseg-
mented tissue regions. In all, we analyzed nearly 4000 3-D MR
scenes. The results of these analyses are described in Section III.
We present our concluding remarks in Section IV.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Terminology

We denote the set of all protocols used in MR imaging by
and the set of all body regions by . We represent a volume
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TABLE I
DESCRIPTION OF THE SCENE DATA SETS USED IN THIS STUDY

image, called scene for short, by a pair , where
is a finite 3-D rectangular array of voxels, called scene domain
of , covering a body region of the particular patient for whom
scene is acquired, and is a function that assigns an integer
intensity value for each . We denote by the
set of all scenes that can possibly be generated as per a given
protocol and for a given body region . For short,
we refer to the process of correction associated with magnetic
field inhomogeneities as simply correction and to the process of
standardizing the MR intensity scale to account for scanner-de-
pendent gray scale variations as standardization. We will use
super-scripts , , , and to denote, respectively, the scenes
resulting from an initial process of correction, standardization,
and the initial introduction of artificial inhomogeneity and non-
standardness. Sub-scripts and will be used to denote the
subsequently corrected and standardized scenes, respectively.
As an example, denotes the set of scenes resulting from
an initial set of scenes after the application of the following
sequence of operations on : an initial correction followed by
standardization ( ), introduction of a known level of inhomo-
geneity followed by a known level of nonstandardness ( ),
and finally applying a standardization method followed by cor-
rection ( ). We use and to differentiate between b-scale
and g-scale-based correction methods. The operations for cor-
rection are denoted by (for b-scale) and by (for g-scale),
and those for standardization are denoted by . We shall denote
by and the operations of introducing inhomogeneity and
nonstandardness. With this notation, in the previous example,
if , then the corresponding scene in resulting
from applying followed by will be denoted by .
Similarly, if , then will be an element of

.

B. Outline of Approach

Our approach comprises of the following five steps.
Step 1) Data Acquisition: Six sets of scenes, ,

for , from clinical studies, and , for
, consisting of realistic simulated phantom data sets,

corresponding to the same body region (brain) but different

Fig. 1. (a) Preparing data sets with known levels of inhomogeneity and
nonstandardness. (b) The various processing operations applied to the data sets
generated in (a). The operations expressed by the operator sequences denoted
by � and � are also applied in a manner similar to that depicted in (b).

MRI protocols , for , are obtained. Table I summa-
rizes the description of the data sets used in this study.

Step 2) Adding Inhomogeneity and Nonstandardness: From
the six sets , , eleven sets of scenes are generated by
mixing in various orders, the processes of initial inhomogeneity
correction and standardization and the processes of artificially
introducing different levels of inhomogeneity and nonstandard-
ness, as depicted in Fig. 1(a).

Step 3) Correction Followed by Standardization: The oper-
ation expressed by the two alternating sequences of correction
followed by standardization, denoted by and

, are applied to the eleven sets of scenes
of Fig. 1(a) as depicted in Fig. 1(b) to produce the 12 sets listed
in Fig. 1(b) for given sequences and .

Step 4) Standardization Followed by Correction: The op-
erations expressed by another two sequences of standardiza-
tion followed by correction, denoted by
and , are applied to the eleven sets of
scenes listed in Fig. 1(a) in a manner similar to the illustration
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TABLE II
DESCRIPTION OF THE NUMBER OF LEVELS OF �� AND � THAT HAS BEEN USED FOR THE DIFFERENT DATA SETS

in Fig. 1(b) for sequences and . These operations result in
another group of 12 sets for given sequences of and .

Step 5) Varying Levels of Inhomogeneity and Nonstandard-
ness: Different models and levels of inhomogeneity, and dif-
ferent levels of nonstandardness are added in Step 2, and for
each group of resulting sets, Steps 3 and 4 are repeated. The ef-
fectiveness of correction and standardization are assessed and
compared for the sequences , , , and , and the depen-
dence of the results on the levels of inhomogeneity and non-
standardness is evaluated.

The above steps are described in detail in the next section.

C. Detailed Description of the Approach

Step 1) Acquisition of Scene Data Sets: We have utilized two
kinds of data sets – clinical patient data sets , , and ob-
tained from routine MRI scans, and phantom MRI data sets ,

and , obtained from the Montreal Neurological Institute
(MNI) simulated brain image database [20]–[22]. Table I gives a
summary of the details pertaining to these data sets. , , and

are taken randomly from a database of approximately 1500
such scenes obtained by the routine scanning of the head of mul-
tiple sclerosis (MS) patients in our hospital. The MTR scenes are
created from the two Magnetization Transfer image acquisitions
obtained corresponding to the magnetization saturation pulse on
and off. The MTR scene in each acquisition is computed by di-
viding the MT “on” scene intensity value by the corresponding
MT “off” scene intensity value in a voxel-by-voxel manner [24],
[25]. The five scenes within each protocol in , , and cor-
respond to the same normal brain atlas but having varying slice
thicknesses of 1 mm, 3 mm, 5 mm, 7 mm, and 9 mm.

Our rationale for considering the six sets of scene data is as
follows. and represent real clinical images. Since they are
from two different MRI protocols, we can ascertain that the phe-
nomenon we are studying is not specific to a particular protocol.
Since background intensity inhomogeneity is generally consid-
ered to be multiplicative, the process of division in determining
MTR scenes from the MT “on” and “off” scenes eliminates its
effect in the MTR scenes. Further, MTR values in specific tissue
regions are known to be highly reproducible among MRI scan-
ners [24], [25]. Thus, among clinically acquired scenes, per-
haps MTR scenes are as close as we can get in terms of real
scenes with the least degree of inhomogeneity and nonstandard-
ness. Therefore, would allow us to study how the correc-
tion process may introduce nonstandardness, in addition to pro-
viding a third protocol among clinical scenes. , , and
constitute realistic, simulated scenes under different MRI proto-
cols, and they provide a “clean” basis for controlling the process

of introducing inhomogeneity and for determining the various
true factors since truth is known to begin with.

We do not claim that the various permutations and combina-
tions of operations , , , , and we have considered are
exhaustive. However, we believe that they constitute a very rea-
sonable, extensive, and realistic strategy within the scope of a
single paper.

Step 2) Adding Known Levels of Inhomogeneity and Non-
standardness: As depicted in Fig. 1(a), to keep the number of
scenes to be procured manageable, and since nonstandardness
is a less studied and less understood phenomenon compared to
inhomogeneity, only for , all possible combinations and or-
ders of applying , , , , and have been considered. Since

, , , and do not have an issue of inhomogeneity and
nonstandardness, an initial correction and standardization is not
applied. For , we considered two different models and five dif-
ferent degrees of inhomogeneity for the clinical scenes, and two
different levels of inhomogeneity for the phantom scenes. For

, we employed three different levels of nonstandardness. This
gave us a total of 63 sets of scene data and with a total of 702
scenes considering all models and all levels of inhomogeneity
and nonstandardness. Our rationale for initially correcting and
standardizing and subsequently adding different levels of inho-
mogeneity was to study in a controlled manner, as a function
of the degree of these artifacts, how the correction and stan-
dardization operations and their order of application influence
the quality of the resulting scenes. Table II lists the number of
models and levels utilized for controlling and for the var-
ious data sets. In the rest of this section, the methods we have
used for [15], [26], [16], [17] are first briefly described,
followed by the methods for and .

For inhomogeneity correction, we utilize two methods ( ,
) both of which use the concept of local scale [15], [26]. In

[15], object scale, called ball scale, or b-scale, at any voxel was
defined as the radius of the largest ball centered at that voxel, and
which lies entirely in the same object region, or equivalently,
which is homogeneous under an appropriately defined criterion
of homogeneity. In [26], we defined another local scale concept
called generalized scale, or g-scale, as the largest connected set
of voxels associated with every voxel in the scene such that all
voxels in this set satisfy a predefined homogeneity criterion. The
fundamental difference between the two scale-based inhomo-
geneity correction methods is the manner in which the local scale
for every voxel is estimated. The first step for both correction
methods is the same and comprises of computing scale (b-scale
or g-scale) for all foreground voxels. For the b-scale correction
method [15], the union of all balls centered at all voxels having
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Fig. 2. (a) A slice of a clinical PD-weighted scene of the brain. The corresponding slice of the b-scale corrected (b) and g-scale corrected scene (c).

Fig. 3. (a) Histograms of 4 clinical PD scenes from set S . (b) Histograms of corresponding standardized scenes.

the largest scale value is constructed. The mean and standard
deviation of scene intensities within this region are computed
and are used to threshold the original scene into a binary scene.
From this binary scene, the background variation is estimated
within the largest connected component of the binary scene.
For the g-scale correction method, the background variation
is estimated within the largest g-scale region. A second-order
polynomial is fitted to the estimated variation for both methods,
and by using this polynomial, a correction is applied to the
entire scene. For both correction methods, the entire process is
applied to the resulting scene and repeated iteratively. The basic
premise of both algorithms is that, as correction is effected, the
largest scale region increases, as demonstrated in [15], [26], as
iterations continue. If this increase is insignificant, the iterative
procedure stops. A slice of a PD-weighted scene from , and
the corresponding slice obtained by using the b- and g-scale
correction methods (on the 3-D scene) are shown in Fig. 2.

To standardize the scenes in a set for a given and
, in the training step, the intensities corresponding to cer-

tain landmarks obtained from the histogram of each scene in
a subset of are mapped to a properly selected standard
intensity scale by a linear mapping (see [17] for details). The
mean locations for these mapped landmark locations are ob-
tained. In the transformation step, the histogram of each scene
in is first computed, and the intensity values corresponding
to the landmark locations are determined. Sections of the inten-
sity scale of are mapped to the corresponding sections of the

standard scale linearly to match the corresponding landmarks.
This generally induces a nonlinear mapping from the intensity
scale of to the standard scale. The standardization process is
illustrated in Fig. 3, wherein histograms of four scenes from
the set are shown before [Fig. 3(a)] and after [Fig. 3(b)]
standardization.

The known background variation component which we wish
to introduce into a given scene can itself be expressed as a
scene which can be subsequently applied to to
simulate as described below. For the clinical data sets, we used
two different models for simulating background inhomogeneity.
In the first model, applied to the scenes in , , , ,

, , and , we used Gaussian variations as a function
of the , , coordinates of voxels, with the Gaussian centered
at the center of the scene domain and with a variance of . In
the second model, applied to the scenes in , and we used
an inverted Gaussian in a similar manner, centered at the center
of the scene domain. The first model makes the resulting scene
brighter at the center of the scene domain, and the second model
makes scene intensities higher at the periphery of the scene do-
main. In both cases, from a display of the slices of the scenes
and of intensity profiles along lines selected on the slices, we
ascertain that the effect of inhomogeneity is as in the original
acquired scenes or more severe. It is generally considered that
background inhomogeneity in MR images is multiplicative [12].
For any scene , the scene resulting
from introducing inhomogeneity into it via is given, for any
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Fig. 4. (a) A slice from a clinical PD-weighted scene from the set S , (b) corresponding slice from the Gaussian (� = 160) inhomogeneity scene, and (c)
corresponding slice from the inhomogeneity-added scene in the set S .

Fig. 5. Corresponding slices from a scene C in S (a), the simulated inhomogeneity scene (b), and C in S .

, by (1)–(2) at the bottom of the page, represents the
standard deviation of the Gaussian which is the same along the

, and directions, is the Euclidean distance be-
tween and , and is the center of the scene domain. For
the phantom brain scenes, two levels of artificial inhomogeneity
corresponding to 20% and 40% were introduced. This model
of inhomogeneity was constructed based on real inhomogeneity
patterns observed in clinical MR brain images (for more details,
refer to [20]–[22]). The phantom scenes with and without inho-
mogeneity were created by the researchers at MNI and are avail-
able via http://www.bic.mni.mcgill.ca/brainweb. Figs. 4 and 5

show an example of scenes , , and for selected from
each of and .

We now come to the process of introducing nonstandardness.
In [17], several methods of standardization that use multiple his-
togram landmarks are described, but for simplicity, we focus on
the method that uses three landmarks – the intensity corre-
sponding to a certain lower percentile of the foreground of the
scene, the median intensity ( ) of the foreground, and the inten-
sity corresponding to a certain upper percentile of the fore-
ground; see [16], [17] for details. In this approach, is taken
to be 0, is taken to be the intensity corresponding to the 99.8

(1)

for scenes in , , , , , ,

for scenes in , , , .
(2)
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Fig. 6. The standardization mapping with the various parameters indicated.

percentile of the foreground, and a typical standardization map-
ping appears as shown in Fig. 6. In this figure, the horizontal
axis indicates the input (nonstandard) scene intensity, and the
vertical axis denotes the standardized intensity. Our approach
to realize is to vary the slopes and within the range
of variations we have observed in our standardization mappings
of clinical MR scenes, and then to apply the inverse mapping to
generate the nonstandardized scenes. Let be a scene
(from one of the sets , , , and ) to which
nonstandardness is to be introduced, and let be
the resulting scene. Since has already been standardized, from
the point of view of nonstandardization, the vertical axis can be
considered to represent and the horizontal axis to represent

for any . With this, for a given value of the slopes
and

if

if
(3)

Here, denotes the ceiling operation, and represents the
median intensity on the standard scale. As an example, in Fig. 7
we display the intensity histograms of four scenes from the set

in Fig. 7(a) and of the scenes resulting from nonstandard-
ization from the set in Fig. 7(b).

Step 3) Correction Followed by Standardization: This step
requires no further explanation, and Fig. 1(b) illustrates the op-
erations done.

Step 4) Standardization Followed by Correction: This step is
analogous to Step 3 but with the sequences and . We argue
that, at the outset, the approaches represented by both , and

, sequences are plausible, and there is no clear and over-
whelming recommendation of one over the other. Note that the
goal of this work was not to compare the performance of indi-
vidual ( ) or ( ) sequences, but rather to compare the
performance of sequences against sequences in general. ,

make sense because inhomogeneity is an intra scene phe-
nomenon, and its correction prior to standardization seemingly
would facilitate standardization. , also appear reasonable
because the correcting function that is fit to the estimated inho-
mogeneity has to, and will, be dependent on the mean scene
intensity in some tissue region; this can introduce a bias de-
pending on the particular tissue region utilized. (This phenom-

enon is not characteristic of only the method of correction we
have employed. In Section III-B2, we offer an explanation for
the reasons for this bias.) Therefore, standardization to begin
with, which could account for inter scene variations, can poten-
tially overcome this bias effect.

Step 5) Varying Levels of Inhomogeneity and Nonstandard-
ness: For the clinical data sets, five different levels of inhomo-
geneity were simulated by varying in the definition of
in (2). Note that, smaller values of cause more severe inho-
mogeneity in the resulting scene. The choice of values was
dictated by the dimensions of the scene domain – ,
where , , and are the scene dimensions in the , , and

directions. If we express the level of the introduced inhomo-
geneity by

(4)

then a value of is roughly the inhomogeneity level we
observed in the acquired clinical images. If ,
it implies that the intensity from the center of the scene domain
to the boundary in the - plane has changed by 39.34%, which
corresponds to very severe inhomogeneity. We decided to use
levels of inhomogeneity corresponding to ,
representing moderate to severe inhomogeneity. With ,
180, 200, 220, and 240 for our experiments, fell in the above
range for the scenes considered in our experiments. For the
phantom data sets, two levels of inhomogeneity corresponding
to 20% and 40% (representing moderate and high levels) were
used.

Three ranges of values – ,
, and – were used to ar-

tificially introduce three levels of nonstandardness. These were
arrived at based on the levels of nonstandardness observed in
the clinical MR scenes in our database.

To recall, our aim is to determine: which among the many
possible sequences of operations represented by and pro-
duces the best possible improvement in terms of correction and
standardization, if the phenomenon observed will depend on the
particular method of correction, and if there is any dependency
on the actual levels of nonstandardness and inhomogeneity. To
fulfill our aim, our strategy is to define a measure for evalu-
ating each of correction and standardization efficacy, and by uti-
lizing these measures to perform paired -tests to compare cor-
responding sets of scenes produced by the various sequences
of operations depicted in Fig. 1(b). In the rest of this section,
we first define the measures used and subsequently indicate the
pairing that is done in our comparative tests.

Several different measures have been used for evaluating the
effectiveness of correction procedures. In [15], the normalized
standard deviation within segmented tissue regions was shown
to be reduced significantly after correction. In [12], the square
root of the mean squared difference between the modeled and
estimated bias fields was used. The most popular choice of mea-
sure, however, seems to be the percent coefficient of variation
( ) [10], [11], [14] within tissue regions, defined by

(5)
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Fig. 7. (a) Histograms of four clinical PD scenes from set S . (b) Histograms of corresponding scenes, after the introduction of nonstandardness.

where and are the mean and standard deviation of scene
intensities within a region corresponding to tissue in a given
scene. The premise here is that will be lower after cor-
rection than before within the region corresponding to the same
tissue .

As we pointed out earlier, nonstandardness in scene inten-
sity is an inter scene phenomenon (unlike inhomogeneity which
is an intra scene process). The standard deviation of the mean
intensity within the region corresponding to a given tissue
obtained from scenes corresponding to different acquisitions
under the same MRI protocol has been used previously to char-
acterize the effectiveness of standardization [16], [17]. Instead
of utilizing directly the mean intensity within the region corre-
sponding to tissue (for determining the standard deviation), it
was demonstrated in [16] that it is better to normalize the mean
intensity as follows:

(6)

where is the mean intensity in the region of tissue in a given
scene , is the minimum scene intensity in , and is the
scene intensity in corresponding to the 99.8 percentile value
of the histogram of . The reason for choosing rather than
the maximum intensity in is to leave out outlier intensities, and
the choice of the number 99.8 is justified in [16, Fig. 3, p. 1075].
The standard deviation of values for the different
scenes in a set is utilized to determine the nonstandardness
present in or the effectiveness of the standardization operation
that gave rise to .

To obtain the same tissue region, the scenes in set for
, were segmented for white matter (WM) by using

the fuzzy connectedness method [5] and were subsequently cor-
rected by an expert (neuroradiologist) where needed. All seg-
mentations, thus, passed the scrutiny for accuracy of a trained
expert. WM was utilized since it is the largest tissue region in
the brain and since the interior of this tissue region can be as-
certained more reliably than the other brain tissue regions such
as grey matter and cerebero-spinal fluid. The latter two regions
have far more voxels in the tissue interface region (compared
to their interior) than WM, and these are subjected to partial

volume effects, which will interfere with values consid-
erably. To get voxels in the interior of the WM region, we use
an erosion operation on the above segmented binary scenes so
that a layer of two voxels from the boundary is removed. The
WM masks for the MNI phantom scenes in the sets , , and

were available from the MNI website.
To determine the effectiveness of correction, those pairs of

sets in each of the following 11 collections of sets which are
most likely to exhibit the phenomenon we are studying are com-
pared: (1), (2) , , , , , , , ,

for , 2; (3)–(5) as in (1) and (2) but for MNI phantom
data ( , , 5, 6); (6) , , , , ,

, , , ; (7) as in (1) but for ; (8)
, , , , , (9)–(11) as in (8) but for
, , and .

To determine the effectiveness of standardization, those pairs
of sets in each of the following 10 collections of sets which
are most likely to exhibit the phenomenon we are studying
are compared: (1), (2) , , , , , , ,

, for , 2; (3)–(5) as in (1) and (2) but for MNI
phantom data ( , , 5, 6); (6) , , , ,

, , , , ; (7) , ,
, , , (8)–(10) as in (7) but for , ,

and .

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we first present results demonstrating qualita-
tively the differences in the different orders of processing. Sub-
sequently, we shall compare different sequences quantitatively
by utilizing and as the measures of effectiveness
for correction and standardization, respectively.

A. Qualitative

One effective way of demonstrating the nonstandardness that
exists in the scenes in a given set is to display their histograms
as illustrated in [16]. Fig. 8 shows histograms of 4 of the 12
scenes in the clinical PD data set and in the different sets
resulting from various sequences of processing operations done
on . As can be expected, the histograms are spread out in
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Fig. 8. Plots of histograms of four clinical PD scenes from the set S for various sequences of processing. (a) S , (b) S , (c) S , (d) S , (e) S ,
(f) S , (g) S , (h) S , (i) S , (j) S , and (k) S . In (a) to (k) the starting set S is obtained by applying a high level of inhomogeneity
(� = 160). In (l), the histograms of the set S are shown resulting from a starting set S of scenes with a lower level of inhomogeneity (� = 240).

Fig. 8(a) while they converge in Fig. 8(c) and in all other sets
with a standardization operation in them. The histograms of

are of particular interest. The subsequent b-scale correc-
tion operation done after standardization seems to introduce a
nonstandardness as we surmised earlier. Since it is difficult to
visually appreciate this nonstandardness in Fig. 8(e), we mag-
nified the same region of interest (ROI) on the histograms cor-
responding to sets , and and displayed them in
Fig. 9. Fig. 9(a) corresponds to the histograms of scenes in
for . As expected the histograms are all well aligned
with one another. The images in Fig. 9(b) and (c) correspond to
a magnified version of the same ROI in the histograms of the
clinical PD scenes in and , also for . The
peaks of the curves have moved away from one another, dis-
playing the nonstandardness introduced by the b-scale correc-
tion procedure. Similar displays are shown in Fig. 9(d)–(f) for

, demonstrating a similar phenomenon.
Fig. 10(a) shows the histograms of 10 MTR scenes from

the set containing artificial inhomogeneity, and Fig. 10(b),
(c) shows the histograms of the corresponding scenes after the
application of the b-scale and g-scale correction techniques,
respectively. Since the MTR scenes have an inherent standard-
ness property, the histograms in Fig. 10(a) are aligned with one
another. However, Fig. 10(b), (c) shows a mis-alignment due to

the nonstandardness introduced by the correction methods. This
suggests that the nonstandardness introduced by correction is not
dependent on the specific correction method used. We shall come
back to this point in Section III-B2 and present an argument as
to why any other method of correction is also likely to introduce
nonstandardness as demonstrated in Figs. 9 and 10. Further, from
Figs. 8–10 it appears that the bias introduced into the standard-
ized images by correction is independent of whether the images
were naturally standardized (like in MTR images), or whether a
standardization method [16], [17] had been employed post-hoc.

The larger the degree of inhomogeneity, the greater seems to
be the level of nonstandardness introduced in this manner; com-
pare the corresponding magnified ROI’s in the histograms for
the sets , for , 240 in Fig. 9(b), (c), (e), and (f).
Once inhomogeneity is corrected the first time, any subsequent
correction seems to have a negligible effect on standardization
as borne out by Fig. 8(f), (i)–(k). This also leads us to conclude
that long sequences of operations are not needed from the view-
point of standardization if effective correction can be achieved
in one or two repetitions of the correction operation.

Conversely, does standardization have an effect on inhomo-
geneity? We do not believe so, and this phenomenon is difficult
to analyze qualitatively through display examples. We hence
proceed to a discussion of quantitative analysis.
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Fig. 9. Magnification of the same ROI in histograms from four scenes in the set S of clinical PD data for (a) S , (b) S , (c) S all for � = 160, and
(d) S , (e) S , and (f) S for � = 240.

Fig. 10. (a) Histograms of 10 MTR scenes with artificially introduced inhomogeneity (S ). (b), (c) Histograms of corresponding b-scale (S ) and g-scale
corrected scenes (S ).

B. Quantitative

1) Effects of Standardization: Since the differences for most
sets were insignificant in , and , sequences with more
than four operations, we limit our discussion to the situations
involving utmost four operations. For similar reasons, for the
sets derived from , , , and from and

sequences, we limit our discussion for these sets to utmost
two operations. Also we present tables only for some sample
sets since the behavior for other sets were all similar.

In Tables III and IV are listed the values for the clinical
data sets for different MRI protocols and for different models

and levels of applied inhomogeneity. The values for the
clinical PD and T2 scenes at different inhomogeneity levels
were compared for each pair of the sets , , , ,

, , , , and , for , 2, by using a
paired -test under the null hypothesis that there is no differ-
ence in values between the sets. The comparisons were
made for 8 among the 36 possible pairs for each . These pairs
are those which are most likely to exhibit the phenomena we are
studying in this subsection. The values for these pairs are listed
in Table V. Along similar lines, in Tables VI–VIII are listed the

values for the MNI phantom data sets for the different
protocols and for the two levels of applied inhomogeneity. Sim-
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TABLE III
� VALUES FOR A GAUSSIAN MODEL OF INHOMOGENEITY FOR � = 160, 180, 200, 220, AND 240 FOR CLINICAL PD SCENES FROM THE SET S

TABLE IV
� VALUES FOR AN INVERTED GAUSSIAN MODEL OF INHOMOGENEITY FOR � = 160, 180, 200, 220, AND 240 FOR CLINICAL T2 SCENES FROM THE SET S

TABLE V
p-VALUES FOR PAIRED t-TESTS FOR COMPARING � VALUES FOR DIFFERENT PAIRS OF SETS (S , S ) CORRESPONDING TO CLINICAL PD AND T2

SCENES OBTAINED FOR TWO DIFFERENT INHOMOGENEITY MODELS AND FIVE LEVELS OF INTENSITY VARIATIONS

TABLE VI
� FOR TWO LEVELS OF INHOMOGENEITY FOR PHANTOM T1 SCENES FROM THE SET S

TABLE VII
� VALUES FOR TWO LEVELS OF INHOMOGENEITY FOR PHANTOM T2 SCENES FROM THE SET S

TABLE VIII
� VALUES FOR TWO LEVELS OF INHOMOGENEITY FOR PHANTOM PD SCENES FROM THE SET S

ilarly, in Tables IX and X are listed the values for the clin-
ical data sets and , which were compared for each
pair of the sets in , , , and in ,

, , for different levels of applied inhomo-
geneity and applied nonstandardness. From the results for the
clinical data sets (Tables III–V), we note that the values
for , , and are lower than those for , ,
and for , 2. This difference was statistically signif-
icant for all sets in which correction was the last operation that

was performed (sets , , and for , 2) when
compared to those in which standardization was the last opera-
tion that had been applied (sets , , , and for

, 2). Similar results were observed for the MNI phantom
data sets (Tables VI–VIII). From the results for the clinical data
sets and (Tables IX and X), we note that the

values for , and , are lower
than those for , and , , respectively.
Further, the same behavior was observed across different pro-
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TABLE IX
� VALUES FOR A GAUSSIAN MODEL OF INHOMOGENEITY FOR � = 160, 180, 200 FOR CLINICAL PD SCENES FROM THE SET S

TABLE X
� VALUES FOR A GAUSSIAN MODEL OF INHOMOGENEITY FOR � = 160, 180, 200 FOR CLINICAL PD SCENES FROM THE SET S

Fig. 11. (a) A 1-D scene representing three different tissue regions. (b) The ramp inhomogeneity introduced into the scene in (a). (c) Scene intensities after
introduction of the ramp inhomogeneity. (d) Inhomogeneity estimated by using different regions of the same tissue (Tissue 1).

tocols, different models and levels of inhomogeneity, different
levels of applied nonstandardness, for different inhomogeneity

correction methods (b-scale and g-scale), and for both naturally
standardized (MTR) images as well as for those that had been
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TABLE XI
%CV VALUES FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF � FOR THE GAUSSIAN INHOMOGENEITY MODEL FOR CLINICAL PD SCENES FROM THE SET S

TABLE XII
%CV VALUES FOR TWO LEVELS OF INHOMOGENEITY FOR PHANTOM T1 SCENES FROM THE SET S

TABLE XIII
p-VALUES FOR PAIRED t-TESTS FOR COMPARING %CV VALUES FOR DIFFERENT PAIRS OF SETS FOR CLINICAL PD SCENES FROM THE SET S

standardized by using the method in [16] and [17]. This quan-
titatively demonstrates the effect of the correction procedure on
nonstandardness, earlier alluded to in Figs. 8–10.

We also argue that this phenomenon is not an aberration of
the correction methods we have employed. Since there is no
guarantee that the same homologous tissue region across patients
will be used to estimate the inhomogeneity, since the shape of
these regions vary among patients, and since there is insufficient
knowledge as to how to anchor the correction curve in exactly
the same geographical location in the body for all data sets,
this bias will be introduced regardless of the type of correction
method used. Fig. 11 schematically illustrates these arguments.
Fig. 11(a) is a one-dimensional (1-D) scene containing three dif-
ferent tissues (denoted by the labels 1–3). After the introduction
of a ramp inhomogeneity [Fig. 11(b)], the observed intensities
are altered [Fig. 11(c)]. By using the maximum intensities within
the two regions corresponding to Tissue 1 as a surrogate for the
true intensity of Tissue 1 (any other form of estimate, such as the
mean, will also work in a similar manner), we obtain the esti-
mated background inhomogeneities displayed in Fig. 11(d). The
offset between the two curves has to be clearly independent of the
correction method utilized and accounts for the standardization
bias that we have observed in our experiments.

From Tables III–V, we may further make the following obser-
vation for the clinical data sets. For those sets ( , , and

, for , 2) in which standardization had been performed
and in which correction was the last operation performed, there
was no statistically significant difference in the values
across protocols and across different models and levels of in-
homogeneity. This suggests that, for a given level of inhomo-

TABLE XIV
p-VALUES FOR PAIRED t-TESTS FOR COMPARING %CV VALUES FOR

DIFFERENT PAIRS OF SETS FOR THE PHANTOM T1 SCENES FROM THE SET S

geneity, a standardization operation after correction accounts
completely for the bias introduced by the preceding correction
operation. Hence, the bias introduced by correction in the scenes
in set for , 2, is only on account of the second correc-
tion operation, since the second standardization operation cor-
rects for the bias introduced by the first correction. The results
from , , for , 2, , and further
suggest that the bias introduced by the last correction operation
is independent of the correction and standardization operations
that preceded the introduction of the artifacts. The results for

and suggest that the bias introduced by the final
correction operation is independent of the order in which the ar-
tifacts were initially introduced.

The only notable difference in results between the clinical and
phantom data sets is that the values for the latter sets
are generally much lower than those for the former sets. This
is understandable because the phantom data sets are all derived
from the same single normal brain atlas.
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TABLE XV
%CV FOR A GAUSSIAN MODEL OF INHOMOGENEITY FOR � = 160, 180, 200 FOR CLINICAL PD SCENES FROM THE SET S

TABLE XVI
%CV FOR A GAUSSIAN MODEL OF INHOMOGENEITY FOR � = 160, 180, AND 200 FOR CLINICAL PD SCENES FROM THE SET S

TABLE XVII
p-VALUES FOR PAIRED t-TESTS FOR COMPARING %CV VALUES FOR DIFFERENT PAIRS OF SETS FOR CLINICAL PD SCENES FROM THE SET S

2) Effects of Inhomogeneity Correction: To evaluate the ef-
fects of correction independently, we compared values
for different models and levels of applied inhomogeneity for
sets , for , 2, , , , , ,
and , for , and the corresponding sets of scenes
derived by the application of , or , and sequences of
operations. As in Section III-B1, we present only some example
tables since the behavior in other cases was similar. In Tables XI
and XII are listed the values for the sets derived from
and for the different protocols and for different models and
levels of inhomogeneity. In Tables XV and XVI, we also list
the values for the sets derived from and
for different levels of applied inhomogeneity and nonstandard-
ness. These values were compared for every pair of sets for
each level of inhomogeneity and nonstandardness (where ap-
plicable) by using a paired -test under the null hypothesis that
there is no difference in these values among the sets. The com-
parisons were made for 12 among the 36 possible pairs for each

collection of sets derived from , for , 2, , and
, for . For the sets derived from each of ,

, , and , the tests for statistical significance
were made for 6 of the 10 possible pairs. These pairs are those
which are most likely to exhibit the phenomena we are studying
in this subsection. The values for these pairs are listed in Ta-
bles XIII and XIV for the sets and , and in Tables XVII
and XVIII for the sets and . The pattern of behavior
was found to be similar for other clinical and phantom data sets,
for different methods of inhomogeneity correction, and for both
naturally standardized (MTR) images, as well as those that had
been standardized by using the method in [16] and [17], and
hence the -values for other comparisons are not listed here.

We make the following observations from these and other
similar tables. All those sets in which correction had been per-
formed at least once (sets , , , , , ,
and , for the set ) had lower than sets for which
no correction had been performed (sets and for the set
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TABLE XVIII
p-VALUES FOR PAIRED t-TESTS FOR COMPARING %CV VALUES FOR DIFFERENT PAIRS OF SETS FOR CLINICAL PD SCENES FROM THE SET S

TABLE XIX
FOR THE SET S , THE BEST RESULTS FROM THE STANDPOINT OF STANDARDIZATION, CORRECTION, IMAGE QUALITY, AND THE SPEED OF OPERATION ARE LISTED

). For the clinical data sets, this phenomenon was observed
at higher and moderate levels of inhomogeneity ( , 180,
200). For low inhomogeneity levels (meaning higher values of

), no statistically significant difference was found for the clin-
ical data sets. A similar behavior was observed for the sets de-
rived from , , , and , despite the fact
that, in addition to inhomogeneity, nonstandardness had also
been previously introduced into these scenes. This suggests that
nonstandardness in the scene does not affect the performance of
the correction operation. For the phantom data sets, the applied
inhomogeneity corresponding to 20% and 40% were more se-
vere than the inhomogeneity corresponding to the Gaussian and
inverted Gaussian models for , 220, and 240. Hence,
these sets showed a statistically significant difference between
all correction/no-correction pairs across protocols and levels of
inhomogeneity.

The pairs of sets , and , did not have
any statistically significant difference between them in terms of

for any level of inhomogeneity for any , 2. This
pattern was similarly observed for the sets derived from ,

, for . This leads us to conclude that long sequences
of operations are not needed from the viewpoint of correction
if most of the background inhomogeneity can be removed in
one or two repetitions of the correction operation. From this we
infer that repeated correction followed by standardization and
repeated standardization followed by correction do not improve
image quality considerably from an inhomogeneity correction
perspective. This pattern was seen across protocols, for both the
clinical and phantom data sets, for different models and levels
of inhomogeneity, for different levels of nonstandardness, for
different methods of inhomogeneity correction, and for scenes
that were naturally standardized (MTR) and were standardized
with the intensity standardization method [16], [17].

In Table XIX, we list the best resulting sets derived from
in terms of residual nonstandardness, inhomogeneity, overall
image quality, and the computational time required. Similar re-
sults hold for the sets derived from , , , ,

, , , for .

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we described a methodology for determining the
effects of standardization on correction and vice-versa, in order
to find the best sequence to be followed in processing an MR
image from the perspective of producing the best image quality.

Two sequences of operations were performed on clinical and
phantom images. In the first sequence, inhomogeneity correc-
tion followed by intensity standardization (and further alter-
nate repetition of correction and standardization) was applied.
In the second sequence, the order was reversed, with standard-
ization followed by correction (and alternate repetition). The ef-
fects of the two sequences of operations on correcting for inho-
mogeneity and nonstandardness were determined by evaluating
certain measures that were based on image intensities in the cor-
rected images in presegmented tissue regions.

Based on the results obtained for the clinical and synthetic
data (nearly 4000 3-D images in all), across different MRI pro-
tocols, for different models and levels of inhomogeneity, for dif-
ferent levels of artificial nonstandardness, for different methods
of inhomogeneity correction, and for both naturally standard-
ized (MTR) images as well as scenes that had been standardized
by using an intensity standardization method [16], [17], we may
make the following conclusions, with the only reservation that
these are based on image data all pertaining to the human brain.

• If correction is the final operation performed on the scene,
it will likely introduce some nonstandardness.

• From an overall image quality perspective, a sequence of
operations in which intensity standardization is preceded
by correction and in which the final operation applied on
the scene is not correction, is the best sequence (sets ,

, and , for the set ).
• No statistically significant improvement in terms

of residual nonstandardness and inhomogeneity
seems to ensue from sequences and

over , or from and
over .

• Overall, in terms of correcting for nonstandardness,
background inhomogeneity, and the time required for
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performing the different operations, the sequence or
of operations seems to be the candidate of choice.

Thus far, we have looked at only the interaction between in-
tensity standardization and inhomogeneity correction. A third
important form of artifact, in addition to inhomogeneity and
nonstandardness, is image noise. It is known that correction en-
hances noise, and we have shown that it enhances nonstandard-
ness also. Consequently, taking noise into account, a new set
of questions arise. How does correction affect noise filtering?
Does filtering affect standardization? Is there a certain sequence
of operations of filtering, standardization, and correction which
when performed on the image produces the best overall image
quality? Some preliminary results obtained in this direction are
reported in [23]. In our future work, we shall investigate the in-
teraction among these three phenomena carefully. The results
presented in this paper should also be evaluated by using other
inhomogeneity correction techniques [8]–[14].
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